
Subject: Re: EducationEmergency

From: Dhir Jhingran <dhir.jhingran@languageandlearningfoundation.org>

Date: 12/08/21, 11:45 pm

To: Guru <Guru@itforchange.net>

CC: Dhir Jhingran <djhingran@gmail.com>, "Mr. Dhir Jhingran" <dhir.jhingran@llf.org.in>, anusha sharma

<anusha.sharma@itforchange.net>, "K.N.Chary" <kn.chary@llf.org.in>

Dear Guru

Copying Chary, our Director, State Programs for inputs for both the template and
the medium term bridging program. 

We don't have any formal acceptance from any state government yet, though it
is being actively considered by the Government of Uttar Pradesh.

Thanks
Dhir

On Thu, 12 Aug 2021, 17:09 Guru, <Guru@itforchange.net> wrote:
Dear Dhir

Look forward to your response to my mail below. Our aim is to release a
compilation of different models of teacher education and community learning
centres/ Mohalla Shaala and encourage state governments to consider these
when planning school opening. The Working Group on 'Education Support to
Schools and Communities' has prepared a 'template' to make the task of
this documentation easier.

I am attaching the template document. Would it be possible for someone in
your team to fill this and share. Additional information can also be shared as
well as photos/videos. If you need any clarifications or further information let
us know.

You had mentioned in our phone conversation that  couple of state
governments have decided to allow for a longer period of 'catching up' of 2+
years (avoiding danger of short bridge courses/ remedial sessions), would it be
possible to get a copy of any such decision. Sharing this in public domain / with
other state governments would be useful

thanks and regards,
Guru

On 21/07/21 12:16 pm, Guru wrote:

Dear Dhir,

Re: EducationEmergency
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The meeting on 16th went off well. I will share brief highlights soon,
information on the meeting is available here.  Two thrust areas identified are

1. educational support to communities and schools (such as through
mohalla schools)

2. social mobilization for school opening (going beyond 'advocacy')

We want to give share  information on the EducationEmergency site to
existing 'models' (which may be in different stages of maturation) of
education, relevant to the pandemic  contexts.  This can be a brief write up
of the model which can be a page on the site, or a link to an existing
page(s).

Can you help us do this for the work of LLF.  This can be one or more models
since different projects in different geographies, working on different
themes/age groups/curricular areas may adopt varying models. (You can put
us in touch with a colleague who could help on this, as well)

We will also, as a follow up to the coalition meeting on the 16th, create a
working group on 'Education support to schools/communities' in which we
request your participation and support.

Look forward to your response, suggestions and advice.

thanks  and  regards,
Guru
https://educationemergency.net/what-is-educationemergency
--

Gurumurthy Kasinathan | Director
IT for Change
(In special consultative status with the United Nations ECOSOC)
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